Goto statements detract from the quality of imperative programs. They tend to make control-structures difficult to understand and, at the same time, introduce the risk of non-termination and other correctness problems. A new, formal, generally applicable procedure, for removing all goto statements from program structures is presented. This method, is based on formal semantics and congruent equivalence transformations. Not only does the method logically simplify program structures; it also detects a range of defects including a class of non-termination problems, unreachable code and redundancy problems. The method can also be used to eliminate recursion.
Introduction
Imperative program components containing goto statements are usually regarded as very difficult structures to analyse, modify, restructure and prove correct [6] . It has long been recognized that the use of goto statements significantly detracts from the structural integrity, simplicity, reliability and the ultimate quality of programs.
Although the use of goto statements became unfashionable more than two decades ago, they are still found in some programs that must be re-engineered and maintained. An examination of the literature in this area over the past two decades reveals that a number of studies [2, [9] [10] [11] [12] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have been done on methods for eliminating goto statements and recursion [4, 8] from programs.
Assessing these transformations, methods and results we conclude that:
• those that involve transformations rely heavily on pattern matching and therefore tend to lack generality;
• they sometimes result in transformations that change properties of the original programs;
• they often introduce logical and textual inefficiencies.
There appears to be no powerful, widely applicable, formal means for removing goto statements from programs. What we will describe here is a new, formally-based, systematic method for removing goto statements from sequences and loop structures. In our treatment we assume a goto statement always has associated with it a label which determines the next statement to be executed when the goto is reached.
The proposed method has many similarities to the way we use substitution to solve a set of algebraic equations. A closed structure involving one or more goto statements and a set of label statements is mapped into a set of statement equations. The "solution" of this set of equations by way of semantics-preserving substitutions together with several key transformations (that are also semantics-preserving and which may be likened to algebraic simplification) provides a formal and systematic means for removing goto statements while at the same time optimally restructuring the original delinquent program fragment.
The method offers a rigorous means for re-engineering existing, poorly structured, legacy programs into improved structures that satisfy their original specification. Strongest postcondition calculations may be used to prove that all the transformations employed yield equivalent program components [3, 5, 13] . An important feature of the method, apart from its restructuring capability, is that it can detect a significant class of termination problems. The method is also easy to apply manually and it is amenable to automation.
To summarize, the method is one which can be systematically applied to understand, analyze and improve delinquent program structures containing goto statements. What is important is that the method puts the process of removal of goto statements on a formal footing comparable with the traditional method for solving sets of algebraic equations. In this case however, the solution is a program free of goto s.
Transforming Exiting Gotos into Internal Gotos
Two structurally different categories of goto statements may be encountered. We will first consider goto statements in loops and subsequentially generalize the treatment to handle other structural contexts. For loops, the first category is distinguished by the fact that the associated label statement is still within the same loop body. This is called an internal goto statement. The second category of goto statement is one that is used to transfer control out of a loop -in this case the label is external to the loop. It is called an exiting goto statement. The concept of internal/exiting gotos is not limited to loop bodies. It can be extended to model closed blocks. If we can remove both these categories of goto we can eliminate all gotos from any program structure.
In this section we will deal with removing exiting goto statements. We assume any exiting goto statement in a given loop body is guarded. If it is not, it must occur in a sequential loop body of the form do G ∅ S; goto L; S' od, where the label L does not appear in S or S'. The control-flow after execution of S will terminate the iteration and S' will never be executed. In this situation, the loop should be replaced by a branch statement if G ∅ S; goto L fi and the redundant statement sequence S' should be removed. In the following we always treat any exiting goto as a guarded exiting goto.
Let us consider a loop with a guarded exiting goto statement, denoted by do G ∅ S; if C ∅ S 1 ; goto L; S 2 [] ¬C ∅ S 3 fi; S' od. The function of this goto is to transfer control out of the loop. It can be replaced by a break statement which terminates the loop (note a break , which is semantically is equivalent to a specialized forward-only goto , is much easier to remove -see below). After termination the control-flow needs to be transferred to the statement labelled L. This suggests implementation by a statement goto L placed immediately following the loop. The problem with this is that if we use the desired transformation do G ∅ S; if C ∅ S 1 ; break [] ¬C ∅ S 3 ; S' fi od; goto L, the normal exit (at the loop guard) will, on termination, also transfer control to the statement labelled by L. A guard is therefore needed to distinguish the different exits. The simplest way to achieve this is to introduce a fresh boolean variable jump and initialize it to false. Then, if the goto L is to be executed the jump must be set to true prior to executing the break that has been introduced into the loop. We then have:
Rule for Removal an guarded Exiting goto (REG):
where jump is a fresh variable All exiting gotos can be removed from a loop by use of breaks and fresh variables. For example, consider a loop with a nested subloop which contains a guarded exiting goto statement:
After application of REG twice, we can convert the exiting goto statement into an internal goto statement, that is: Therefore, to remove all exiting gotos from a loop body we first employ the REG transformation as many times as necessary. We start the process by removing gotos from internal nested subloops.
The newly produced guarded gotos then become guarded gotos for the external loops. Repeating this process, all exiting gotos including the newly introduced gotos will finally be removed from the transformed loop. All occurrences of exiting gotos will then be replaced by breaks. This results in all exiting gotos being internal gotos. Subsequently the process of removing the introduced flags and breaks can be accomplished by Loop Rationalization [15] , and the newly produced internal gotos can be removed by the method we will describe in the rest of this paper.
Theoretical Basis for Removing GOTO Statements
In this section we will introduce a formal method that is suitable for eliminating gotos from any program structure. Since eliminating exiting gotos has been accommodated, we must now deal with the elimination of gotos from a given sequence. This corresponds to elimination of internal gotos from a given closed block including a loop body. We assume all gotos to be processed are not exiting a loop to a guarded structure. A statement goto L is called a goto statement exiting to a guard structure if the label L occurs in a guarded statement, such as if
The case of gotos exiting to a guarded structure will be dealt with later in this section. All labels corresponding to internal gotos here will occur in a sequential structure.
Statement Variables and Statement Variable Equalities
To reason systematically and formally about structures that contain internal gotos it is necessary to introduce some formal structure. Given any n labels in a sequence, denoted by S 0 ; label 1 : S 1 ; label 2 : S 2 ;…; label n : S n , we introduce n Statement Variables [14] X i where i [1,n] , to denote statement sequences commencing from the statement S i and extending to the end of the sequence.
This means X i = S i ; label i+1 : S i+1 ; …;label n : S n for i [1,n-1] and X n = S n . 
From these relations it follows that X i = S i ; X i+1 for i [1,n-1] and X n = S n . Since the block that is executed after execution of goto label j , is X j , where j [1,n], we can build a Statement Variable Equation set [14] consisting of n equations of the form:
where the notation S[|label 1 /X 1 , label 2 /X 2 , …, label n /X n |] means substitution of the first unguarded sequence that starts with goto label i ;… or label i: S i ; … by X i for each branch of S. To understand this substitution, let us consider the three possible situations:
• when S i does not involve any goto, then X i = S i ; X i+1 or X n = S n ;
• when S i involves an unguarded goto label j , i.e., S i = SS i ; goto label j ; SS i+1 , then
where SS i does not involve any gotos;
• otherwise S i may always be represented, in general, by
where SS 0 does not involve any gotos, and ∀i∀j((i,j [1,m] j?i) (C i ¬C j )) and C 1 ∆ C 2 ∆ …∆C m +true , then the equation is recursively defined as:
This definition of the equation precisely follows the semantic meaning of the statement variables. This equation describes recursive relations among these n statement variables. It also describes the control-flow behaviour during execution of this sequence. For example, the equation X i = SS i ; if C ∅ SS j ; X j fi means that after execution of SS i the control-flow checks the condition C. If it holds, then SS j executes followed by the statements corresponding to X j . If C does not hold, termination will take place.
From any set of statement variable equations
we may use the transformation rules shown in the next section to equivalently transform them into the equations of the form: 
Sequentializing Nested Selections
The notation S[|label 1 /X 1 , …, label n /X n |] has a number of obvious properties. Firstly, each branch 
Hence the remaining task is to convert a non-standard equation into an equivalent standard equation. This requirement can be described as a transformation from a statement of the form:
into a statement of the form:
Several techniques allow us t o complete these conversions. For example, the equivalence transformation rules give [13] :
where the strongest postcondition calculation yields sp(P ¬C, S 4 ) C', for the precondition P and the weakest precondition calculations [13] yield: if
The weakest preconditions wp(S 1 , C 2 ) or wp(S 4 , C 3 ) may be difficult to calculate (when S 1 or S 4 involve loop structures), or even undefined (when S 1 or S 4 involves a read(x) and the branch guards C 2 or C 3 also involve the variable x) for arbitrary input data. The following rule can, however, always realize the required transformation:
Sequentializing Nested Selection (SNS):
where flag is a fresh variable
As for REG, we may remove flags. The process of converting any non-standard equation into a standard equation involves a number of applications of SNS.
We also require that no statement variable occurs more than once on the right-side of any standard equation. A disjunctive rule can always be used to eliminate duplicate occurrences. The example shown below illustrates the transformation:
Solutions For Statement Equations
Given a set of standard equations: 
The rule RSS suggests that we can easily obtain solutions for all statement variables. A sequence of substitutions map their statement equations to a tree(s) (without any cycle-nodes). This treecolouring process corresponds to an extended Post-Order traversal, first colouring the leaves, then proceeding progressively up the tree to the root. Obviously, these solutions are goto-free code segments that are semantically equivalent to their corresponding statement variables. Each colouring step defines a semantically equivalent goto-free solution for a node.
The RSS rule also provides a post-order colouring strategy for any directed graph that is based upon statement equations. It follows that if we can colour cycles, we can then colour any directed graph, and obtain equivalent goto-free solutions for the statement equations.
Loop Extraction
Any cycle is either a self-cycle involving a single node, or a complex cycle that involves more than one node. Given any self-cycle node X, its corresponding statement equation is, in general, of the The equation X = S; S'; X, (corresponding to C=true in LE) has a non-terminating solution S; do true ∅ S'; S od (or do true ∅ S; S' od) This form can be used to detect non-termination defects.
Using SNS, RSS and LE we can always complete the task of finding a solution for any directed graph that contains only self-cycles. From a graph theoretic standpoint, the rule LE absorbs any self-cycle node into a super-node. Therefore application of LE yields a new directed graph that is a tree(s) without any cycles. The latter can be coloured using RSS.
Cycle Colouring
Before considering complex cycle colouring we need review the rules RSS and LE. 
fi
After sequentializing the nested selection, we obtain a new standard equation for X which involves the statement variables X a1 , X a2 , X b1 , and X b2 . The role of RSS is then to convert the statement variable dependent relation of a statement equation. That is, after applying RSS and SNS, the equation for X should only depend on the statement variables which are the child nodes (i.e., X a1 , X a2 , X b1 , and X b2 ) of X's direct child nodes (X a and X b ). Similarly, the LE rule also applies for equations in the form X = S; if C ∅ S'; X [] ¬C ∅ X' fi, where X' is a statement variable.,The solution is X = S; do C ∅ S'; S od; X'. In summary, RSS together with SNS, and LE allow us to transform by substitution a set of statement equations in a similar manner to the way we solve a set of algebraic equations. Now let us consider a complex cycle with more than one node. We select a node X 1 as a virtually coloured node. This means that we treat the statement variable X 1 as a "solution" during the following virtual colouring process. This step corresponds to converting the cycle into a tree structure, where all direct parents of the original node X 1 become the direct parents of the leaf X 1 (corresponding to the virtually coloured node), and the original node X 1 also becomes a root of the tree structure (see diagram below):
Decomposing a cycle into a tree:
decompose into a tree …… …… …… …… the node corresponding to the virtual coloured node When this resulting tree structure contains no complex cycles, all nodes can be coloured by LE and RSS. However their solutions still contain the statement variable X 1 . So that we call their solutions virtual solutions, and this colouring process a virtually colouring. The third step is to actually colour the node X 1 . Because the root's equation after virtually colouring contains X 1 only we can use LE to obtain an actual solution for X 1 . After substituting the actual solution for X 1 for all virtual solutions we obtain the actual solutions for all other nodes on the cycle. When the resulting tree structure contains other complex sub-cycles, the first step (selecting a virtually coloured node) and the second step (virtually colouring) may need to be applied recursively. The third step (actually colouring) then needs to proceed progressively up the tree to the root X 1 . This process is similar to the process of using the algebraic resolution method to find a solution for a set of algebraic equations X i =f i (X 1 ,X 2 , … ,X m ), i [1,m] .
To illustrate the process of complex cycle colouring let us consider .a three-node complete directed graph as an example. We use a set of arbitrary equations X i =f i (X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ), i [1, 3] In general, cycle-colouring (for more than one node) employs the following process
Step 1: Take a node as a virtual coloured node;
Step 2: Apply the tree-colouring process to colour other nodes in the cycle until all nodes are (virtually) coloured. To achieve this, Step1, Step2 may need to be applied recursively;
Step 3: (Actual) Colour the virtual coloured nodes then actually colour all other nodes in the cycle.
Intuitively the process of complex cycle-colouring involves transforming and converting various forms of statement equation into standard ones using SNS, RSS and LE. We then apply LE (to find a real solution) as the last substitution (actually colouring all nodes). A number of strategies have been developed to improve the colouring process. Full details are provided in a separate report [14] .
Application of the method
To illustrate the process we have defined we will apply it to several examples.
Example 1
We will first transform an incorrect implementation of Fermat's Algorithm [1] that employs gotos.
The original implementation has the form:
x:=2*vn + 1; y:=1; r:=(vn) 2 -n; We then can easily build the following statement equation set: Since
= if r<0 ∅ r:=r+x; x:=x+2; X 2 [] r=0 ∅ X 2 fi (since the first branch is unreachable)
= if r<0 ∅ r:=r+x; x:=x+2 fi; X 2 (SNS) = if r<0 ∅ r:=r+x; x:=x+2 fi; r:=r-y; y:=y+2; X 1 (RSS)
we have a solution (corresponding to a non-terminating loop) do true ∅ if r<0 ∅ r:=r+x; x:=x+2 fi; r:=r-y; y:=y+2 od for X 1 according to LE. The solutions for all the equations are: The reconstructed program is given in the next section. We should remark that during transformation of the equation X 1 , an u nreachable path r=0 ∅ X 4 is found under its precondition r<0. This indicates the original program never reaches the last statement although the syntactic program contains this statement. The example demonstrates that our method not only eliminates gotos from programs but that it can be used to detect logical defects and optimizes programs.
Example 2:
As another example, consider a Pascal procedure taken from software used in industry [7] . This problem may most conveniently be restructured by treating it as two distinct sub-problems. The more complicated of the sub-problems begins with the sequence commencing at label 1. We will deal with this sub-problem first, then incorporate it into an overall solution. Before applying our This method is very useful for re-engineering complex structures containing gotos. The transformed program is more readable, easier to maintain and more reliable. A number of quality defects, such as redundancy, and non-termination can be removed or detected, and other tasks, such as verification and derivation of a specification from programs, may also be achieved.
Removing GOTO Statements Exiting to Guarded Structures
We can now deal with goto statements exiting to guarded structures. For these cases, as long as we can correctly build statement equations, the method above is still applicable to remove these goto statements. Provided we can identify the statements that follow a label within a guarded statement, then the statement equation can be easily built. For any branch statement if C ∅ S; label: S' [] ¬C ∅ S" fi; S"' the statement sequence that follows the label is certainly S'; S"'. We can build its corresponding statement equation X = (S'; S"')[|label/X, …|]. For instance, the labels label2, label3 and label4 in Fermat's Algorithm above are guarded. We have used this principle to form their equations.
For those cases where a label occurs in a sequential loop body, i.e. do G ∅ S; label: S' od; S" the statement that follows the label label is S'; do G ∅ S; label: S' od; S". We can construct its Using either of these methods we can always define a statement equation for a label which is guarded by complex guarded statements. We can always use this method to remove any internal goto statements from a loop body or any sequential statement block.
In this section we have presented a strategy for removing goto statements from any program. It may introduce a number of breaks. However, a previously developed process [15] enables us to eliminate these breaks and produce an equivalent, transformed program, that is goto-free and break-free.
Conclusion
We have introduced a process, that enables the elimination of all goto statements from any program. The advantage of this approach over other alternatives that have been proposed is that it is securely based on formal semantics. To ensure the generality of this process it has been necessary to formulate a general and powerful formally-based method to remove goto statements from any program structure. The processes we have developed can be used to detect and/or remove a number of quality and reliability defects from programs.
This process specifies a set of general, language-independent, widely applicable, formal, but also practical, techniques for improving the quality of programs. It can render difficult code systematically manageable without the usual tedium of pouring over existing complex program structures. The recommended strategy is first to tame such structures using the methods we have suggested and,
only then, proceed to analyze the code for its intent. The method is quite straightforward to apply manually and it has the potential for automated implementation.
The fact that the key process employed is very similar to that used for solving sets of algebraic equations should make the method attractive to a wide audience. An important use of the method is as a preprocessing step for the more general re-engineering processes: loop rationalization and loop normalization [14, 15] . Another interesting application of the method is to use it directly to eliminate recursion in programs. We can do this because any recursion can be replaced by a mechanism involving goto statements.
